Wolfgang Lubitz had provided an extremely useful instrument to facilitate further study of the life and influence of Leon Trotsky. Containing 3,227 titles of secondary works in nineteen European languages, this bibliography represents the ideal supplement to Louis Sinclair's earlier bibliography of Trotsky's own writings, published in 1972. Although Lubitz observes that his choice of entries is selective, it is nevertheless very broad indeed. The range of publications listed includes research monographs, biographies, bibliographies, collections, dissertations, periodical articles, book reviews, memoirs, and assorted other entries for the period 1917 to 1982. In addition to the bibliography proper, there are also five indexes: a name and subject index, a source index, a serials index, a chronological index, and a dissertations index. With a stimulus such as this, it seems reasonable to expect that interest in Trotsky's legacy will continue to grow, as it has over the past decade. All who share this interest, from undergraduates to professional scholars, will derive great benefit from this worthwhile publication.
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